With droughts and downpours, climate change feeds Chesapeake Bay algal blooms

Extreme rainfall cycles caused by increased climate variability may increase the severity of algal blooms.

Princeton-UCLA study finds gray wolves should remain protected

The genetic ancestry of North America's wild canines suggests that arguments for removing gray wolves from endangered species protection are incorrect.
Sam Wang looks for order in chaos — in neuroscience, political polling and redistricting

Neuroscientist Wang discusses the 2016 campaign in the Woodrow Wilson School podcast “Politics and Polls.”

Undergrads experience Princeton research

More than 50 college students from around the nation participated in the Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program, which is funded by the National Science Foundation.
New microchip demonstrates efficiency and scalable design
The chip promises to boost performance of online services from email to social media.

Events
Free and open to the public

Constitution Day lecture: Frank Wu
Who Belongs? The Limits of American Citizenship
Frank H. Wu, Distinguished Professor, University of California Hastings College of the Law
Robertson Hall - Dodds Auditorium
September 15, 4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Nassau Street Sampler
Experience the galleries and taste what local restaurants have to offer.
Princeton University Art Museum
September 15, 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Exhibition on global contemporary art
“A Material Legacy” brings together some of the most exciting artists of the past decade.
Princeton University Art Museum
On view July 30 through October 30
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